The problem of incompatibility between relational data structures (usually a structured, nonhierarchical and non-redundant) and hierarchical structures (usually XML, which One of the main activities in the process of developing a web based application is often based on a data mapping from a database (usually of a relational type based on SQL) into a web page semantics (usually represented by (X)HTML). This activity may bring a specific type of problem.
Many might disagree with the exclusive hierarchical nature of XML files (as well as XML schemes). The fact is that XML enables simulating "foreign keys" 1 which creates a structure similar to RDBS. This causes a few problems. Firstly, two types of entity relationships arise --the typical XML parent --child(ren) relationship of element and the mentioned attributes usage. In this case, it becomes furthermore unclear which type of relationship should be used. The analytic or some kind of mapping algorithm (from relational database or ER model to XML) may map some (optimally the largest possible) hierarchical subset of the conceptual model into traditional XML (without using foreign keys) and then complete other elements and relationship of the non-hierarchical subset by using XML foreign keys or directly map the entire relational structure of the model without any hierarchical mapping.
The problem with XML foreign keys usage and related hierarchical structure loss is that such document loses its clarity and readability for the user. When asking if an XML document should be clear and readable, the above example of a web application and XHTML should be mentioned --this format is intended for the user (presented by a browser for a human reader), it doesn't use foreign keys and is semi-structured. In this context, (Necaský et al. 2008 ) distinguishes between two main orientations of XML documents:
 data oriented documents, created and processed algorithmically, structured and with insignificant order of elements,  document oriented documents, created and processed (read) by a human, semi-structured and with significant order of elements and  hybrid documents, whose orientation distinction may not always by clear.
It can be concluded from this, that the structure of a human-processed document is almost always hierarchical. However, the modeled information on the conceptual level --fully independent on the physical data structure --does not have to be hierarchical; hierarchy arises by a point of view on the reality (a document, organization etc.). The mentioned incompatibility problem then arises even between multiple data structures, which are modeling a same information.
This paper proposes a design of a transformation method of a simple ER model (or analogically relational model) to document oriented XML for use in data transformation. This method presents Shannon's average amount of information measure (entropy) (Shannon 2001) usage as a metric for XML schema quality comparison, based on its specific XML documents transformed from RDBS. But firstly, two questions should be answered --what is a well-designed XML document and how it should be created or generated, therefore how the hierarchization process should be performed. The goal of the method is to minimize the redundancy caused by hierarchization of a structure, that is not absolutely hierarchical.
Hierarchization and Proposed Assessment Method

Hierarchical structure
In the first step, this paper identifies a hierarchical structure criterion in the context of ER models (or their subsets), based on predicate logic. We consider the essentiality of hierarchical structure to be universally known, despite of being studied by e.g. (Shepelev 2011; Musca et al. 2011 ) -each entity has maximum parent (with cardinality ) and arbitrary number of children (with cardinality ). The main purpose of this criterion is to define a structure, which can be mapped into a XML schema without creating redundancies in the documents and the next purpose is finding typical example of such breaking of the criterion. In the future, it is planned to research a metric called hierarchicallity, measuring the amount of hierarchical subset in a data model. In this context, the hierarchization process means a data transformation process increasing hierarchicallity to its maximum value. The redundancy of the XML document is not studied because of searching for update problems of such document (which is generated from database and not designed for updating) but to find its relationship with document clarity.
The simplest example of such structure satisfying the criterion is a model of element and 0 relationships. The second simplest example is a model of 2 entities with ( ) cardinality or just entity with such cardinality of a recursive relationship --a relationship cycle itself does not break the criterion 2 . It can be observed that the cardinality (for example the ISA hierarchy) underlies hierarchical data structures. However, as shown below, its exclusive usage in a data model does not automatically guarantee fulfillment of the criterion of the hierarchical structure. There exist cases of criterion violation, while the most typical one can be called the problem of hierarchy convergence.
The problem of hierarchy convergence breaks the criterion in the way that one entity has multiple parents. Therefore, this is only possible in a model witch minimum 3 entities 3 . The star and snowflake structure, known from data warehouses, is one of the most typical examples of such hierarchy convergence.
Fig. 1 -Problem of hierarchy convergence example
At Fig. 1 , imagine a sports courses organization --every course takes place in 1 area and during 1 period, but there can be courses in every area and period. This model consists of two hierarchical subsets, but it violates the criterion as a whole. The next chapter shows the specific problem of hierarchization of such models.
There also exists a related and very similar problem of cardinality relationship usage --when a course entity in this model was dependent only on area and period combination (without its own primary key), the hierarchization problem would be the same.
From this, the predicate logic-based hierarchical (sub)structure criterion definition can be decided: which guarantees parent singularity -for all a and b entities in a relation R (b is a's parent), there does not exist any other entity c not equal to b, also in relation R. When a structure has to be hierarchized, the redundancy is unavoidable and it is suitable to decide how to minimize it.
Design quality assessment
Next problem to be solved is to discover metrics for design quality evaluation of the resulting hierarchy, represented by XML file. This evaluation can be based on the data model (an XML schema) or the data itself (its instance, specific XML document). This paper's view on this problem highlights the non-redundancy of document oriented hierarchical data (e. g. for its presentation on the web). In my opinion, the clarity of a document depends, among others, on the level of redundancy, which can only be calculated from the specific data (the data model or schema is not enough to decide the hierarchization way of structure, for example). However, there are multiple approaches to such issues. (Ruellan 2012 ) deals with the entropy of a document, but in order to compress the data-oriented document file. (Thaw and Khin 2011; Basci and Misra 2011) use entropy (more precisely the entropybased metrics) to measure multiple attributes (primarily the complexity) of a XML Schema (XSD). Following this, (Feuerlicht et al. 2015) proposes a Message Schema Entropy (MSE) metric "that estimates the complexity of XML message structures", based on the number of unique and nonunique complex elements in the XML Schema.
The method proposed by this paper is based on the following Shannon's formula of information amount, also known as information entropy (Shannon 2001): where is the probability of message of a source of information. In the context of this paper, as well as in (Feuerlicht et al. 2015) , the expresses more precisely the rate of occurrence (a relative frequency).
In the context of XML data format, the problem of partitioning it into a set of messages occurs, which enables Shannon's entropy calculation.
I have found two possible approaches for this.
The easiest example of such partitioning is an XML document with 2-level hierarchy of elements 4 . In the first approach, each upper element and the set of its sorted children is considered to express one message.
In the second approach, each element at first level below the hierarchized relation (regardless the relations), which only can repeat itself, expresses the message. The probability is then calculated as a relative frequency of messages.
More complex XML structures (resp. structures with more levels) can be in the first approach partitioned the same way by comparing top-level elements (not the root element) content, which in my opinion brings risk of disproportionate dissimilarity of these contents due to its higher complexity. The second approach also does not include such problem.
The maximum entropy value (the case, when all message's probability is the same, and therefore no redundancy should occur) represent the ideal state and the higher entropy has been calculated, the better XML schema should have been created. This principle is being verified in the next chapter.
2.
Use Case 
Firstly, the simplest example of hierarchy violation -the relationship of is tested. The typical example of such structure may be the organizational structure of a small enterprise, where we assume high informality. The conceptual model consists of 2 entities --Employee and Role, as shows Fig. 2 and it should be hierarchized into a document with minimum redundancy (and therefore an anticipated maximum clarity for a human reader). Every Employee can have multiple Roles and there can be multiple Employees for each Role. Tab. 1 -Employees table, and their relation at Tab. 3.
Fig. 2 -A simple M:N example There are two possible ways of such structure's hierarchizing --listing all employees and the role list for each one and listing all roles and the employee list for each one. In my opinion, it is not possible to assess both structures suitability without knowing the data, not only their structure itself. For the testing purpose, we have prepared the following data for all 3 relational tables: Employees at
The data was intentionally created with bias towards cardinality -most employees only have role. In the next step, both possible hierarchized XML structures (a document and its schema) are created. Firstly, the document and schema of hierarchy Employee --Role is tested:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> <employees> <employee id="1" fname="John" sname="Smith"> <role id="1" name="Manager">This is an example text about managers</role> <role id="3" name="Coach">This is an example text about coaches</role> </employee> <employee id="2" fname="James" sname="Johnson"> <role id="2" name="Assistant">This is an example text about assistants</role> <role id="3" name="Coach">This is an example text about coaches</role> </employee> <employee id="3" fname="Robert" sname="Williams"> <role id="2" name="Assistant">This is an example text about assistants</role> <role id="3" name="Coach">This is an example text about coaches</role> </employee> <employee id="4" fname="Michael" sname="Jones"> <role id="3" name="Coach">This is an example text about coaches</role> </employee> <employee id="5" fname="William" sname="Brown"> <role id="3" name="Coach">This is an example text about coaches</role> </employee> <employee id="6" fname="Richard" sname="Davis"> <role id="3" name="Coach">This is an example text about coaches</role> </employee> <employee id="7" fname="David" sname="Taylor"> <role id="3" name="Coach">This is an example text about coaches</role>
The XML schema document would exceed the page limit of this paper and it is easily deducible.
In the first approach to entropy calculation, each Employee tag (including its children tuple) is considered to be a message. There are 3 types of messages:

Employee is Manager and Coach -1 occurrence  Employee is Assistant and Coach -2 occurrences  Employee is Coach -4 occurrences therefore the data entropy is
In the second approach, each single element (including its attributes) is considered to be a message (a Manager, a Trainer and a Coach). Therefore, the data entropy is
The MSE metric based on (Feuerlicht et al. 2015) formula calculated from the XML Schema is .
Secondly, the document and schema of hierarchy Role --Employee is tested:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> <roles> <role id="1" name="Manager"> This is an example text about managers <employee id="1" fname="John" sname="Smith"/> </role> <role id="2" name="Assistant"> This is an example text about assistants <employee id="2" fname="James" sname="Johnson"/> <employee id="3" fname="Robert" sname="Williams"/> </role> <role id="3" name="Coach"> This is an example text about coaches <employee id="1" fname="John" sname="Smith"/> <employee id="2" fname="James" sname="Johnson"/> <employee id="3" fname="Robert" sname="Williams"/> <employee id="4" fname="Michael" sname="Jones"/> <employee id="5" fname="William" sname="Brown"/> <employee id="6" fname="Richard" sname="Davis"/> <employee id="7" fname="David" sname="Taylor"/> </role> </roles>
In this case in the first approach, each type of message has only occurrence , therefore the entropy is maximal possible:
In the second approach, each of Employees for every Role expresses a message, therefore entropy is The MSE metric is also 1; the numbers of complex elements haven't changed.
As
in both approaches, the hierarchy Role --Employee is considered to be more suitable --less redundant and clearer.
The entropy value of these 2 compared structures may therefore have 3 main possible result types:
 Both values are low 5 , therefore both structures are very redundant (in the context of the example before, each employee has multiple roles and there are many employees for each role). In this case, the cardinality of the data is inherently and it can hardly be hierarchized in any direction without clarity loss.  Both values are high, therefore both structures are not very redundant. The cardinality of the data inclines to cardinality and can easily be hierarchized in any direction.  First value is high, second one is low (as in the example above), there is first mostly redundant and second non-redundant structure. The cardinality of the data inclines to cardinality and the first structure is optimum.
Other assessment methods
To judge if the data entropy corresponds with the document schema design quality and data redundancy, many methods may be used, whose usage is, however, beyond the scope of this paper. For example, the first document has 24 lines and 1013 characters and the second has 19 lines and 718 characters and therefore it is shorter (while the description column values are probably much shorter than in anticipated practical use, which decreases the difference). The length, however, does not necessarily have to correlate with the design quality and other mentioned metrics.
Another comparison method (unavoidable for entropy based method verification in the future) is an extensive user survey --checking how the document is readable for a user in terms of its clarity. It is also possible to study Gini index usage or another entropy kinds according to Tsallis and BoltzmannGibbs entropy.
Related Research
The problem of XML structures entropy calculation is widely studied, nevertheless the purpose or the method of such calculation is mostly different than in this paper. Another related area studies the ER-relational-XML interoperability and mapping (in multiple directions). Here I mention (Della Penna et al. 2003 ) describing so-called Xere integration and close XGrammar, described by (Mani et al. 2001 ) and also later (Su-Cheng et al. 2010) , designing an mapping algorithm between DTD schema and relational database. Also (Wang et al. 2008 ) deals with a mapping algorithm, based however on genetic algorithm and therefore applying the principles of artificial intelligence. This paper has shown the basic principle of entropy calculation's usage for the suitability assessment of hierarchized data structure, the 3 main types of possible results and their meaning to the relationship occurrence problem solution. It has been determined, that the Shannon's entropy (known as average information amount) calculation may lead to different results on different data structures, even though the same information (represented by ER model) is modeled. It has also been shown, that schema-based metrics are not always sufficient for specific structures. This method is considered to be applicable to the mentioned and similar hierarchy convergenting structure, but such test is beyond the scope of this paper and very analogical.
Conclusions Tab. 4 -Hierarchization metrics comparison
Tab. 4 compares the metrics (both entropy-based approaches and a simple length) calculated from the 2 result XML documents in the use case and its ability to distinguish two tested documents --the difference column is calculated as a simple quotient between higher and lower value (higher entropy and lower length expresses less redundancy). It can be seen that the second approach has distinguished the documents the most. The simple length returns the lowest difference. That raises the issue, if the redundancy level should be influenced by the size of redundant data.
With this method design, therefore, 2 other problems have occurred. Firstly, the problem of entropybased structure assessment in more complex XML structures (having more hierarchy levels than my example), consisting of partitioning into a sequence of messages in the context of the firs approach. On the other hand, the second approach does not consider the relations (which are the information itself) and may not be as accurate as the first one. In this context, the mentioned problem of message similarity and order persists and there is thus possible to study the fuzzy redundancy calculation (based on fuzzy entropy concept as in (Kosko 1986)). Secondly, the redundancy assessment in this paper might be inflexible due to the redundancy size problem -it offers the hypothesis, that the redundancy is the bigger problem, the bigger the redundant data are 6 and data are the more redundant, the more times it represents the same information. These two main problems are considered to be the possible topic for further research.
